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With the newly developed VLEX road-rail robot, Vollert of-
fers the finest solution for easy shunting operations of up to 
300 tons: Extremely compact and flexible, battery-driven and 
exhaust-free, the small VLEX is suitable to change tracks fast 
in a very confined space.

SHUNTING SYSTEMS

COMPACT  
WITH A SMART 
STEERING

Shunting operations on secondary rail-
way systems, at traffic operations or port 

terminals pose time-consuming challenges – 
even more so if they reach into closed ware-
house or production areas. Rail-bound solutions 
alone are too often not flexible enough. The new 
VLEX road-rail robot from Vollert quickly and 
easily changes from track to road – or straight to 
the power outlet as it has a battery-driven elec-
tric drive. “As a specialist for economical in-
plant shunting and transport systems, we were 
always approached on the subject of a small 
2-way, road-rail, solution, so we have been 
working on the development full-scale”, ex-
plains Jürgen Schiemer, Vice President Shunting 
Systems at Vollert. 

ARTICULATED STEERING 
FOR MANEUVERABILITY 
AND FLEXIBILITY
Many shunting systems are clumsy or involve 
high wear and tear. The newly developed 
VLEX features a very special type of articulated 
steering. The radio-controlled road-rail robot is 
driven by four individually wheel hub motors. 
Steering takes place over the speed control of 
the wheels, without the commonly used steer-
ing cylinders. It is compact and extremely flex-

ible and thus an economical alternative to the 
shunting solutions available so far. The inge-
nious vehicle geometry – combined with the in-
novative steering control system – allows turn-
ing radiuses of 7.2 m that are gentle to the tires 
and low-wear. Also, a 360° turn on the spot is 
feasible, if space is very confined.

BUMPY GROUND AND 
SMALL OBSTACLES –  
NO PROBLEM
One of the chassis axle is a swing axle. This 
ensures that all four drive wheels have always 
maximum contact with the ground during rail 
and road travel and exploit their full force. The 
vehicle, thus masters smaller obstacles as well 
as chuckholes without any loss of structural 
stability and traction even on load-bearing un-
paved terrain. Track guide rollers are hydrau-
lically lowered for rail travel. The hydraulic 
system also ensures that the track guiding units 
automatically readjust themselves and counter-
balance each other. The steering can be hydrau-
lically locked for the required stability during 
travel. Solid rubber tires ensure optimum trac-
tion, which is also supported by the high dead 
weight of 4.5 tons. Thus, wagons of up to 300 
tons can be moved. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
WITH INNO
VATIVE COLOR 
SYSTEM
The joystick remote control 
is particularly straightforward 
thanks to a novel color system: 
steering and travel direction as well 
as lowering the track rollers are operated 
intuitively by means of color-coded buttons and 
without the need for major training measures. 
The road-rail robot can be safely controlled un-
der all operating conditions thanks to the high 
coverage range. In the majority of the European 
Union the radio frequency (433/434 MHz) is 
not subject to registration or approval. “With its 
high maneuverability, high traction and intelli-
gent drive technology with a pulling force of 20 
kN, the road-rail robot and can be employed in 
all shunting operations and is easily and safely 
operated by one person”, says Jürgen Schiemer. 
“The other very important point: access to 
all relevant components as well as for battery  
replacement is possible through a large gull-
wing door at any time. This makes maintaining 
the road-rail robot very easy.”

The joystick remote control  
is operated intuitively and 
straightforward via color-coded 
buttons.

Watch the innovative 
road- rail robot in  
action on Vollert’s  
YouTube channel. 

Large gull-wing doors allow access to 
all important components, including 
for battery replacement, which makes 

maintenance of the road-rail robot 
much easier.

Compact, flexible, battery-driven and exhaust-free: Vollert‘s innovative VLEX road- 
rail robot is the optimal solution for easy shunting operations of up to 300 tons on 
rail and road.

The vehicle masters smaller obstacles 
as well as chuckholes without any loss 
of structural stability and traction even 
on unpaved load-bearing surfaces. The 

road-rail robot is versatile.

The 
articulated 

steering is controlled 
by the speed control of the 

wheel hub motors with turning 
radiuses of only 7.2 m that are 

gentle to the tires and low- 
wear and even a 360° turn 

on the spot is  
possible.  
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Our founder, my grandfather Hermann Vollert, was a visi-
onary, who constantly converted new ideas into innovative 
solutions, among them the first vineyard cable cars for regio-
nal winegrowers. We are keeping this tradition alive and thus 
we develop plants and machines tailored to the very special 
requirements of our customers. The new VLEX road- rail ro-
bot offers an ideal maneuvering solution for road and rail for 
the first time – versatile, battery-operated and emission-free. 
Numerous technical highlights such as a new articulated 
steering or the swing axle for optimum traction are making 
the new maneuvering concept unique. More information in 
this issue. 

We are setting standards worldwide within the construction 
industry. With our concepts for precast concrete production, 
we are creating residential properties for the fastest growing 
countries in Asia and South America. Following the imple-
mentation of a first model house estate, the BauMax Group 
in Chile has now started with the series production of a new 
earthquake-resistant housing type. In the capital city of San-
tiago de Chile, the construction specialist will annually pro-
duce up to 500,000 m2 of slab elements, solid, double and 
sandwich walls. Other mega production plants for precast 
elements equipped with plant technology from Vollert are 
currently under construction in Malaysia and China. You can 
read more of our worldwide customers’ success stories on 
the brand new web site www.vollert.de.

In spite of all the changes, we will remain your solution  
provider and success accelerator – or in short: Engineering 
Your Success.

Yours
Hans-Jörg Vollert

DEAR READER,



ON A PERSONAL NOTE

VOLLERT TAKES 
OVER NUSPL

Nuspl Schalungsbau and Vollert Anlagenbau will pool their exper-
tise much more in the future. Nuspl Schalungsbau GmbH + Co. KG, 

part of the Vollert Group since 2012, has been fully integrated into the 
Vollert Anlagenbau GmbH as of October 1, 2017, including the complete 
range of formwork products. In the near future also customer service, 
development and production will be housed under one roof at the head-
quarters of Vollert in Weinsberg. 

  By integrating the Nuspl 
formwork program, Vollert is pur-
suing a stronger international sales 
orientation in support of this product 
portfolio. Nuspl has been known for 
more than 50 years for its expertise 
in formwork pallets, tilting tables, 
battery, beam, column and special 
mould systems in Germany – but 
hardly anywhere else. “Often our in-
ternational customers are confused, 
when we supply plant components 
and formwork from Nuspl”, explains 
CEO, Hans-Jörg Vollert. For some 
time, the two brands have been pro-
ducing formwork and tilting tables 
under the Vollert brand in India. With 
over 350 implemented precast con-
crete plants and subsidiaries in Asia 
and South America, Vollert is ranked 
among the industry’s technology and 
innovation leaders globally. Plant and 
machine solutions from Vollert are 
in high demand worldwide. “We in-

tend to strengthen the synergies in 
sales through a joint presence under 
the Vollert umbrella brand and to 
develop it more on an international 
level. That is why Vollert Anlagen-
bau GmbH has taken over 100 % of 
Nuspl Schalungsbau”, says Hans-Jörg 
Vollert. Vollert‘s international sales 
network and know-how in turnkey 
solutions for the precast concrete in-
dustry provide the ideal basis for the 
growth targets set.

RELIABLE NUSPL TEAM – 
ADVANCED SERVICE
Nuspl‘s customers will benefit from 
the merger of the brands. “By inte-
grating the range of products, the 
entire portfolio is preserved and the 
customer contact persons do not 
change”, explains Alexander Kas-
par, specialist in special formwork,  
who will continue to look after the 

Nuspl merges with Vollert – but contact persons will remain the same. The reliable Nuspl sales 
and technology team will serve customers out of Weinsberg. From right: Hans-Jörg Vollert, CEO 
of Vollert Anlagenbau GmbH and Alexander Kaspar, specialist in special formwork

CLEAR  
& BRIEF
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portfolio together with the reliable 
contact persons from sales and tech-
nology. Customer service will oper-
ate from Weinsberg in the future. “By 
incorporating customer consultants 
and technical specialists at our head-
quarters, we can ensure that Nuspl‘s 
long-standing customers will contin-
ue their business relationships, which 
were built over many years. That is 
important to us”, says Hans-Jörg Vol-
lert. At some point, there will also be 
an option to access Vollert‘s entire 
service portfolio. Besides a world-

wide service network, this will also 
include maintenance, inspection and 
repair of the systems, modernization 
projects and a comprehensive spare 
parts service with a high long-term 
availability. 

The entire range of products and the expertise of the special formwork specialist Nuspl 
continuous under the unified Vollert brand.
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ON A PERSONAL NOTE

WEBSITE  
IN A NEW  
DESIGN

Clearer structure, 
a dynamic look 

and seven languages. 
The relaunch of the 
Vollert web presence 
reflects the changes 
the company under-
went in recent years. 
“We evolved from a 
supplier of standalone 
machines into a global player 
and general contractor for complete 
installations. We are now revealing 
this on our website as well”, explains 
Marketing Manager Frank Brost the 
rationale behind the decision to the 
redesign. 
 Visitors find a clear concept 
and modern tiles that will guide 
them through the Vollert world. Ref-
erence projects are featured strong-
ly. “We have great customers with 
great projects and impressive pic-
tures of their plants. This encour-
ages reading and gets the audience 
enthusiastic about Vollert”, says 
Frank Brost. Under references nu-
merous successful projects from all 
continents of the world are narrated 
in an entertaining and informative 

way. Readers virtually experience 
approachably technology. The new 
website presents Vollert as a modern, 
innovative, globally active company 
with deep regional roots. The appeal-
ing website also links to social me-
dia channels such as Xing, Linked In, 
YouTube, Twitter and Google+, incor-
porating the tools for modern, global 
communication. E-newsletters, a new 
press center and a comprehensive 
media library, complete the communi-
cation channels for an up-to-date dia-
logue with the community. All these 
menu options clearly reveal: Vollert 
is the solution provider and a success 
accelerator for customers – precisely, 
Engineering Your Success. 
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EVENTS IN 
2017 / 2018

ICCX RUSSIA
St. Petersburg, Russia  
05.12. – 08.12.2017 
Booth 86

EXCON 2017
Bengaluru, India
12.12. – 16.12.2017 
Booth H1.C82 
German Pavilion

62. ULMER BETONTAGE
Ulm, Germany  
20.02. – 22.02.2018
Booth 62

LOGIMAT 2018
Stuttgart, Germany  
13.03. – 15.03.2018
Booth 5C73

BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICA 2018
Johannesburg, South Africa 
13.03. – 16.03.2018

MIDDLE EAST CONCRETE 2018
Dubai, UAE  
26.03. – 29.03.2018
Booth 55



SERVICES

DANCING 
WITH THE 
STACKER 
CRANE

PRECAST CONCRETE PLANTS

BÉTONS FEIDT CREATES 
EXTRAORDINARY  
ARCHITECTURE IN  
CONCRETE

The architectural precast style is modern and differ-
ent. Many building projects worldwide are proof of 
this. It goes beyond the notion of standard and norm. 
The Luxembourger company bétons feidt is a master 
in this field for many years. The Vollert technology 
plays an important part here.

After almost 20 years of use in a tough cast-
ing environment, the telescopic column 

crane at MKM had notably suffered. The stacker 
crane with its 30 meters span and 6 tons payload 
was and is one of the largest of its kind. Mobile 
and rotating both sides, it takes on the storage of 
wire coils in several aisles of the high rack ware-
house. The extreme span width and the huge 
punctiform load on the forklift put bearings and 
drives under a lot of stress in the past. This caused 
malfunctions and ultimately affected the effective 
use of the entire system. “At some point, we even 

discussed removing the entire system and switch 
to a manual flat warehouse”, recalls Jürgen Braun, 
Project Manager at Vollert. However, in view of 
the quantities produced, a flat storage solution 
would not have been a valid alternative. Vollert 
delivered the system in 1998 and is also responsi-
ble for the new overall concept. 

A FINE PIECE OF WORK –  
THE TRICK WITH THE 
CONTROL
Together with MKM, Vollert engineers developed 
a new warehouse concept with an automated in-
bound and outbound of loads for the high rack 
warehouse. At the heart where the innovation 
of the electrical system and the control of the 
telescopic SRM. New drives and a modern SEW  
Eurodrive iPos control enhanced the course of the 
movements. Travel distances are thus calculated 
in advance and allow smooth travel movements 
in three axes at the same time. The smooth and 
round movements cause less stress to the mate-
rial while accelerating the processes at the same 
time. The design of the control system was carried 

out by Vollert experts in-
house, including the entire 
planning, development and 
production of the system 
technology. 

A SOPHISTICATED  
CONCEPT – FROM FLOOR 
TO ROOF
Vollert’s proposals also included the construction 
of a new optimized racking installation, updating 
safety technology and CE-compliant certification 
as well as the construction of a conveyor line 
for automated transport from the foundry to the 
high rack warehouse. After winding and pack-
aging, the wire coils arrive on a carriage at the 
racking installation with the help of rollers and 
a lifting table. Depending on the order position, 
the system automatically decides whether the 
coils are stored or directly forwarded to dispatch. 
“The rails can sink in and allow the carriage to 
drive over, thus continued free movement inside 
the factory is ensured in spite of the automated 
delivery. That was an important issue for us and 

MKM, too, especially as we have now more over-
all storage space available in the hall”, explains 
Jürgen Braun.
 MKM Mansfelder Kupfer und Messing 
produces copper wire in Hettstedt since 1909 – 
along with other products such as strips, sheets, 
tubes, rods and profiles. The company plans for 
strong growth in the coming years, in particular 
within the field of electro-mobility, and is invest-
ing in manufacturing technology and internal 
corporate processes.

A new control system makes the movements of 

the telescopic storage and retrieval machine at 

MKM smooth and round and thereby it goes easy 

on the material in the long run. With a 30 meters 

span width and 6 tons payload it is one of the 

largest of its kind. 

MKM Mansfelder Kupfer und Messing GmbH  
from Hettstedt accelerates its internal ware-
house logistics with a retrofit and an integrated 
automation concept. The special feature: An 
overhead stacker crane with telescopic column 
ensures storage and retrieval of up to 6 tons 
heavy wire coils. Rather than replacing it, the 
almost 20-year-old machine was overhauled  
and fully automated. 

The construction elements, which the 
Luxembourger bétons feidt creates from 

concrete raw material, remind you of art. The con-
crete specialist produces and delivers precast ele-
ments and state-of-the-art architectural compo-
nents for residential, industrial and office buildings 
and is considered one of Europe’s leading manu-
facturers when it comes to quality. Currently the 
Moonlight office complex with a building area of 
9,600 m2, designed by the renowned architectural 
firm Jim Clemes, is being built in Luxembourg 
City. bétons feidt crafted the load bearing architec-
tural façade using a concrete strip that is more 
than 1,000 meters long. More than 300,000 black 
terracotta bricks will be used until 2018, 
6,200 m3 of concrete casted and 4,400 m2 of 
double walls installed.          

120 % QUALITY AND 
MAXIMUM COMPO-
NENT VARIABILITY IN 
PRODUCTION 
“We focus on 120 % quality for all of the com-
ponents we manufacture. To be able to produce 
customized products, state-of-the-art production 
technology is thus essential as is the maximum 
variability in processes,” explains Ferd Feidt, Gen-
eral Manager and owner of bétons feidt. Until 
2016, the concrete precast plant in Medernach 
produced solid walls and special architectural parts 
only using stationary tilting tables. Together with 
Vollert as the engineering specialist, a new circu-

lation production concept was developed for the 
urgently needed capacities due to the forthcoming 
large-scale construction projects. The centerpiece 
is a mobile central travelling platform that can 
travel 60 meters and by means of pallet lifting cars 
distributes the precast concrete parts to the individ-
ual formwork and reinforcement workstations and 
then carries them to the concreting and compac-
tion stations. A modern, overhead VArio STORE 
storage and retrieval machine that stores the 
pre-concreted parts in individual racks of the cur-
ing chamber supplements the new plant concept. 
State-of-the-art VArio SMOOTH concrete finishing 
machines with rotating blades ensure that the  

architectural concrete parts permanently exposed 
to view will have a perfect concrete surface. 
 “All processes were optimally elaborat-
ed by béton feidt and our planning specialists. As 
a result, we are achieving maximum variability in 
the components to be manufactured. It takes only 
seconds to change the type of production or we can 
manufacture various complex concrete parts for 
different construction projects in parallel,” explains 
Daniel Krusche, Project Manager at Vollert.

© Félix Giorgetti
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Thanks to a systematic time and cost man-
agement as well as industrially prefabricat-

ed concrete elements, construction 
projects are today implement-
ed in much shorter periods 
of time. Moreover, the 
precast construction 
technology is classified 
as significantly more en-
vironmentally friendly 
and resource-saving. 
Chile recognized this al-
ready in the early 1970s. To-
gether with the former Soviet 
Union a joint pilot project 
was planned with more than 
3,500 apartments. However, 
the project was not carried through at that time, 
because the investment costs for the production 

technology were very high and challenges posed 
by the climate and the seismic activities remained 

up in the air.

A  SUCCESSFUL 
CHILEAN- 
GERMAN  
COOPERATION 

Today’s innovative precast archi-
tecture and the higher profitability 

of industrialized manufacturing pro-
cesses have changed all this. In re-
cent years, the Chilean construction 
industry also experienced a massive 
construction boom. A construction 

system developed by the Chilean property devel-
oper BauMax together with the engineering of-

fice and earthquake specialist 
Sirve SA and Vollert as plant 

manufacturer is heading for 
the breakthrough. “Together 

with architects, 
designers, plan-

ners and specialists 
involved, we have 

moved a lot starting with 
the production of the first 

prototypes in Germany on to 
the final assembly in Chile. To-

day we are able to produce in au-
tomated processes seismically re-
sistant precast concrete walls and 

slabs in a very short time and 
in high quality”, says Sebastián 
Lüders, Technical Director at Bau-
Max. Following the implementa-
tion of a first model house estate, the BauMax 
Group has now started series production of this 
new type of homes. “A new precast concrete pro-
duction plant in the capital, Santiago de Chile will 
annually produce up to 500,000 m2 of slab, ele-
ments, solid, double and sandwich walls using a 
modern circulation system equipped with Vollert 
technology”, says Wesley Gomes, CEO of Vollert 
do Brasil, with satisfaction.

GERMAN ENGINEERING 
AND HIGHLY AUTOMATED 
MACHINE TECHNOLOGY
“What was originally planned as a low-cost princi-
ple developed into a patented “Mediterranean con-
cept” of upscale standard” adds Gomes. A SMART 
SET shuttering robot positions the shutter profiles 
accurately and at high travel speeds onto the pre-

pared circulating pallet. Pre-plotting of the con-
tours and the positioning of the shutter systems are 
CAD-/CAM controlled. “The high level of automa-
tion ensures here productive and resource-saving 

processes”, illustrates Lüders of BauMax. “This hap-
pens also within the concreting process.” A mod-
ern, CAD/CAM-controlled SMART CAST concrete 
distributor applies the exact amount of concrete 
specified by means of a spike-tooth roller/slider con-
struction. Also within the double-wall production 
this latest technology is applied. A stationary VArio 
TURN turning device attaches the upper shell of the 
double wall to the lower shell. Fixed mounted spac-
ers and spacers, which are manually adjusted, are 
used to produce various wall thicknesses. 
 “With the new precast building system, 
we are finally able to meet the high demand for 
low-cost but likewise high-quality residential con-
struction”, reasons Sebastián Lüders from Bau-
Max. Concerns expressed in public opinion and 
politics have been overcome. The best indicator 
for this are the numerous project inquiries that 
are already coming in.

PRECAST CONCRETE PLANTS

EARTHQUAKE- 
RESISTANT HOUSING 
FOR CHILE
A newly developed precast building system is currently 
conquering Chile. Not only is it earthquake-resistant  
but it also has shorter construction times and features 
higher building quality. The serial production of this new 
type of homes has begun.

Founded in 1961, the Slavneft-Yanos refin-
ery is the fifth largest petroleum processor 

in Russia with an annual processing volume of 
more than 15 million tons. The collaboration with 
Slavneft-Yanos materialized in 2004 through the 
Dipl.-Ing. Scherzer GmbH of Essen in Germany. 
The company plans and produces turnkey plant 
systems worldwide for the handling and storage of 
liquid and gaseous substances. Together with Vol-
lert, a shunting and loading concept was devel-
oped, whereby the two standard gauge pusher 
trucks pull tank wagons with a tensile load of up 
to 3,200 tons and which are also able to drive 
side-on out of the track after shunting. The tracks 
remain open for thru traffic. The pusher truck is 
pushed fully automatically onto the track and cou-
pled to the last wagon. With the help of sensor 
control and monitored by camera, it pulls the wag-
ons over a shunting length of 450 meters under 
the filling tubes accurate to the millimeter. Light 
sensors detect the precise position and communi-
cate with the control of the push car. Transport 
continues via the revolving traction rope. The 
rope is automatically tensioned by the motor, if 

necessary, to ensure a smooth run. Each of the 
two vehicles has its own drive station and a rope 
tensioning station.

REDESIGNED FOR HARSH 
ENVIRONMENTS
Traction forces of 170 kN are produced, when 
the wagons are pulled, which was posing quite 
a challenge for Vollert engineers during the first 
orders for the Russian refineries especially in re-
gards to the harsh environmental conditions. “We 
were able to install a new generation of standard 
gauge pusher trucks at the refinery in Yaroslavl, 
where we incorporated the experiences made 
by other Russian refineries”, recalls Urban Kü-
bel, Project Manager at Vollert. The goal was, in 
particular in view of the transmission of traction 
from the traction sheave on the pre-stressed trac-
tion cable, to achieve a permanent longitudinal 
and transverse slip of the 3½ rope windings on 
the traction sheave. “We had thus to completely 
redesign the traction sheave profiles for the re-
spective application and continued working on 

fine-tuning the later plants at the Russian refiner-
ies”, summarized Urban Kübel the development 
process. The radius of the traction sheave profiles 
was thus ultimately adjusted to precisely fit the 
rope diameter, while the geometry was redevel-
oped to meet the extremely high demands, and 
the prestress was also optimized by springs. This 
ensured a uniform pull and eventually wear out 
was so massively reduced that the ropes at the 
factory in Yaroslavl lasted amazingly for 13 years.

LONGEVITY SAVES 
CUSTOMERS MILLIONS 
Precisely because of the high requirements,  
Vollert decided to use ropes with plastic cores. 
Even if they are about twice as ex-
pensive as ropes without this core, 
they last for more than twice as 
long. This eliminates one or two 
replacements. Based on a process-
ing volume of 3,000 tons of oil per 
day this corresponds to a value 
of currently about 1 to 2 million 
Euros (October 2017) and up to 
4 million Euros depending on the 
day value of the oil price (June 
2014). The engines and transmis-

sions of the standard gauge pusher trucks are 
heated and equipped with a snowplow for the 
many snowfalls during the long winter months. 
We use low temperature steels as material, 
which can tolerate these extreme conditions 
without becoming brittle and break. “Together 
with the Yaroslavl plants, we have also delivered 
two sister plants to Novatek near Novy Uren-
goy on the Arctic Circle. Temperatures there 
are below -60°C”, explains Urban Kübel. Load-
ing takes place in hazardous ex-zones. All the 
mechanical and electrical components used in 
the Vollert plants are thus designed for consign-
ments in refineries in compliance with ATEX di-
rectives requirements.  

Wesley Gomes,  
CEO Vollert do Brasil

SHUNTING SYSTEMS

REAL ENDURANCE RUNNERS 
Experience says otherwise – and yet, here is the fact: The 1,000 meter- 

long special ropes used in the two shunting systems with standard 

gauge pusher trucks from Vollert at the Russian refinery Slavneft-Yanos 

have done their job for 13 years – in spite of almost non-stop use and 

extreme temperature differences. 
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